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Encountering Jesus 
Lesson 1 
 

Introduction to Group Life 
 

1. Before everyone arrives, make sure that there is decent seating for everyone.  If there is 
room, a circular arrangement is best. 

2. Once everyone arrives, make sure everyone is introduced and at the right location.  If you 
have more than 12 people, please let me (Pat Barber) know the next day.  We don’t want 
the groups to grow larger than 12 people unless we just run out of room elsewhere. 

3. If you’re not the host, take a minute to thank the host(s) for the use of the home.   

4. Give the host(s) an opportunity to explain any “house rules.”  People should be aware of 
what rooms are off limits, where the bathrooms are, and anything else the host(s) wants 
to mention up front. 

5. If the host(s) has already agreed to the group having refreshments, quickly pass around a 
sign-up list for bringing refreshments.  This responsibility shouldn’t fall on the host family 
each week.  Make sure people understand that this isn’t a culinary competition.  Keep it 
simple! 

6. If there are young children, discuss the plan for taking care of them.  We love children, 
but we don’t want the group to be distracted by their presence.  Share the options listed 
in the “Helpful Hints for Facilitators” pages of this study. 

7. Discuss the group goals and be sure everyone buys into them.  If participants have other 
goals, discuss them and decide what you want to accomplish as a group. 

8. Discuss the necessity of confidentiality.  We hope to deepen our relationships through 
these groups, and we will have the opportunity to share our thoughts, feelings, and 
experiences.  People must agree to respect one another by keeping everything in the 
strictest confidence. 

9. Discuss the structure of the time we have together. 

a. Explain why we want to sing together. 

b. Explain the idea of group prayer at the end of each meeting.  Dividing into smaller 
groups gives you more time to involve everyone in the prayer.  I suggest having the 
men pray together in one room and the women pray together in another room. 

10. Find men who are willing to lead a few songs each week.  Try to include as many people 
as possible from week to week. 

11. For tonight’s lesson, read and discuss John 8:1-11. 

a. Make it clear that we want to emulate Jesus’ attitude and response during our 
evenings together. 

b. We will be discussing new issues each week, and some of them could be very 
personal and a source of pain. 

c. Our responsibility is to help one another through difficult times and to make it 
easier when repentance and reconciliation are necessary.  We don’t come together 
to confess anyone else’s sin but our own.  And we don’t come together to act as 
judges.  We want to help one another grow closer to Christ and more committed to 
a life that brings God glory.  

12. Ask if anyone has any questions at all about group life.  If they do and you can’t answer 
them, call me (278-6893; 268-2951) or send me an email message (patrick@wschurch.net). 

13. Announce next week’s topic and text.  Call in your attendance to Karolyn (268-2951) 
tomorrow, and do so each week!  


